REMOTE
WORKING WITH
@CONNECT
VOICE SOLUTION
If you have an urgent requirement to establish
a remote working environment but have not yet
been able to make a decision about our core
service offering we are able to offer you the
benefit of remote use of the @Connect Voice
service through a desktop/laptop and mobile
application. The @Connect Voice solution would
enable you to either:
- Overlay your existing PBX in order to enable
remote working for all staff. Manage your
extensions on a virtual Hosted Voice solution by
forwarding all incoming calls from your existing
PBX to the @Connect Voice service. Outgoing calls
will then be routed from here at normal call rates.
- Augment your existing PBX in order to enable
remote working for specific staff by forwarding
calls from their extensions on your existing PBX to
the @Connect Voice service. Their outgoing calls
will route from the @Connect Voice service at
normal call rates.
The service is available on a consumption basis with
a 1-month notice for cancellation. The extension and
call rate costs in your original quote will apply. Set up
is a flat rate of R1500.
Deployment of the @Connect Voice service can be
done quickly, as we do not deploy physical handsets
or access links. Instead, users can use the service
with our soft clients: Telviva One (a web client usable
on any modern web browser) and Telviva Mobile, a
smartphone app compatible with Android and IOS
(iPhone and iPad).

The activation process is as follows:
1. We receive your order and complete financial/commercial
formalities with you.
2. We agree on external numbers required and how inbound
calls should route. We urge simplicity to allow fast and
trouble-free implementation and since complex call flows
will be confusing for users.
3. You provide us with a list of users by completing a
spreadsheet we provide
4. You will need to provide the documents required by RICA
before external numbers can be used for outbound calls.
5. When you are ready, we will send each user a welcome
email which allows them to set their access password and
to access the Telviva One web client. They can immediately
start making and receiving calls.
6 If desired, your user can download and install Telviva Mobile
using the links available in Telviva One.

Telviva One one.telviva.com is a web application that includes:
- A Webphone
- Contacts
- Call History

- Linking of your
extension to
Telviva Mobile

- Voice Mail
- Audio Bridge

Telviva Mobile is a softphone
application that is interoperable
with Android and iOS devices
across all mobile networks, as well
as Wi-Fi.
Both give you access to the largest
free call community in South Africa.
Any call between extensions
on Telviva does not incur a cost. Browser-Based

Web Voice App

Mobile App for
Android and IOS

Guidelines

The following guidelines provide more context to the remote @Connect Voice set up

PBX service:
1. Call Quality

3. Browser Compatibility

Your call quality and experience of the apps will largely

Telviva One runs in your web browser but it is not
compatible with the old Internet Explorer. We
recommend using Google Chrome and enabling system
notifications.

be determined by the underlying network access. You
can expect a call quality experience similar to talking
using WhatsApp or Skype. We use a voice codec that
is designed to cope with packet loss but there are
limits to what it can achieve. We expect that staff with
fibre at their off-site workplace should have a good
experience. The experience over ADSL or LTE may be
variable. For Telviva Mobile a correctly configured WiFi
network or LTE access is required.
With many people working from home overall internet
traffic has increased significantly - European internet
exchanges are talking about a 50% rise in internet
traffic. This may result in congestion on consumer
internet services. Please have your staff work with their
ISPs if quality becomes a problem.
It is good practice to limit other usages on the internet
connection while using Telviva One. Video streaming is
a big bandwidth user.
While Google Chrome has a good acoustic echo
canceller when using your computer’s microphone and
speakers, the other party on the call may hear some
echo or background noise. We strongly recommend
using a headset and are procuring stock to assist.
2. Call Forwarding Costs

4. Incoming GSM Calls
The manner in which different handsets handle
incoming GSM calls when you’re on a Telviva Mobile
call may vary. Most will give you the option of ignoring,
answering or placing the call on hold.
5. Data Usage
Telviva Mobile and Telviva One use your data to
transmit and receive call audio. Approximately 0.6
megabytes is used per minute. (6MB for 10 minutes).
When using LTE, your normal data bundles will be used.
6. Web-Based Softphone
Telviva One is a web-based softphone application
allowing users to make and receive calls from their web
browsers using Telviva. The softphone allows users to
leverage all the features offered on the Telviva platform,
including call recording, conference calls and call
transfers. It also fully integrates with various address
books, Google Contacts and Shared contacts.
The softphone is accessible for free at https://one.
telviva.com ande turns your web browser phone into
your home/office phone in an instant.

Forwarding an inbound call from your PBX to Telviva
Rapid PBX will incur a cost from your existing provider.
An example for an average user of call forwarding costs
(with a call rate of 55c per minute from the existing
provider) would be:
- 350 minutes/mth average use outbound
- 140 minutes/mth average use inbound
- Call forward cost of around R77 (140 x 0.55)
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